Report on Inter & Intra College Sports and Cultural Competitions- 2018-19
Every year NMITD organizes many sports and cultural inter- collegiate competitions as part of its mega annual social
festival titled Roobaroo. The activities are based around a core theme. This year the core theme of the event was
“Game-o-Pidea”. It was about exploring how games and game-playing has evolved over the years from precomputing traditional era to today’s cyber-era. Roobaroo was held on 1st and 2nd February 2019, and approximately
500 students including institute and outside students participated in the event.
Various inter-college sports competitions were conducted which included outdoor as well as indoor games. Box
Cricket, Rink Football, Badminton, Lan Gaming, Table Tennis, Carrom and Chess were some of the main sporting
competetions which attracted a good crowd across post-graduate and under-graduate colleges in Mumbai.
Cooking Without Heat and Mobile Gaming were some of the newly introduced events of this Roobaroo. In addition
competitions on many innovative cultural and creative activities like: Rangoli, Mehendi, Nail Art, Photography etc.
were organized that encouraged good participation from other colleges.
Besides these certain competitions were organized that tests the business and technical skills of the participants.
Some of the technical competitions whereas Business Ad-Mad, Treasure Hunt, 1-Minute Game are some of the
business competitions that attracted participation.
Furthermore, certain individual as well as team based cultural activities were specially organized exclusively for the
NMITD students as well as Alumni. These included solo-singing, group-singing, solo-dancing, group-dancing, mimicry,
drama skits, etc., in the year 2018-19. RooBaRoo concluded with “Annual Day” and “Convocation Ceremony”.
“Annual Day” was well chalked out with various performances of students like solo-singing, group-singing, solodancing, group-dancing, etc.
In the “Convocation Ceremony” the graduating batch of MCA 2015-2018 and MMS 2016-18 were awarded their
degree convocation certificates and also felicitated with a special NMITD graduation memento frames in the
presence of Chief Guest Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Univ of Mumbai Dr Suhas Pednekar, ‘The Guest of Honour’ Social
Worker Ms. Madhavi Khandwala, Chairman DES Mumbai Campus Mr. Ajit Palekar, and Senate Member, Univ of
Mumbai, Advocate

